We provide a simple direct proof that for a nitary signature and a set of inequalities the free algebra functor on the category of directed complete partial orders (dcpo's) takes continuous, respectively algebraic, dcpo's to free algebras whose underlying dcpo is again continuous, respectively algebraic.
Introduction
Consider a nitary signature and a set E of pairs from the corresponding term algebra.
Already Nelson 4] has shown that one can do universal algebra over the category dcpo of directed complete partial orders (dcpo's for short) with Scott-continuous functions (these preserve the order and directed suprema) just like over the category of sets and functions. Let h ; Ei-dcpo denote the category with objects the h ; Ei-algebras over dcpo's (i.e., dcpo's equipped with Scott-continuous -operations subject to the pairs of E interpreted as inequalities), and with arrows the Scott-continuous -homomorphisms. Not only does the obvious forgetful func- alg , where the (underlying) objects are continuous domains, resp., algebraic domains, and the morphisms are Scott-continuous. In these latter two cases, GAFT is not applicable, since the categories in question fail to be complete.
The proof given by Abramsky and Jung involves an explicit construction of a base for the dcpo that underlies the free h ; Ei-algebra over a continuous domain. Here we present a much simpler categorical proof of this result, which also shows very clearly that the -operations of the free algebras over continuous domains are not only Scott-continuous, but even preserve the way-below relation, and hence compactness. 1.02 Lemma. For any h ; Ei-algebra A we can impose on the ideal completion of AU the structure of an h ; Ei-algebra rendering the supremum map on AU a -homomorphism. This can be done functorially, and the resulting endofunctor T on h ; Ei-dcpo satis es UT = TU . Proof: Lemmas 1.00 and 1.01 imply that for any A in h ; Ei-dcpo the T -images of theoperations on AU form the unique h ; Ei-algebra structure on AUT that makes AU# into a (non-continuous) algebra homomorphism. This immediately yields the desired endofunctor T on h ; Ei-dcpo . The Scott-continuity of the -operations is equivalent to AUsup being a -homomorphism from AT to A .
Free algebras over continuous domains
Given elements x and y of a dcpo X , we say that x is way-below y or approximates y iff any directed subset D of X with supremum above y contains an element above x . The set of self-approximating or compact elements is denoted by XK . In a continuous dcpo each element x has to be a directed supremum of elements way-below x . If every element is a supremum of compact elements, one speaks of an algebraic dcpo. The corresponding full subcategories of dcpo are called cont and alg , respectively. Both of these subcategories have nite products (built as in dcpo ), but may fail to have equalizers and in nite products.
It is well-known (cf., e.g., Ho mann 2]) that a continuous dcpo X can be characterized by the fact that the supremum map XT / / Xsup X has a left adjoint left inverse, the so-called way-below map X / / X# # XT . The way-below ideal x (X # #) of x is the smallest directed lower segment with supremum x . The requirement that the way-below map be left adjoint is in fact redundant (cf., e.g., Kock 3] 
